
 

 

Valentin Sylvestrov’s music concert 
Chamber Choir "Kyiv" 
 
A concert of Sylvestrov's newest choral works will be presented by a well-
known in Ukraine as well as in the world chorus - the Municipal Chamber 
Choir «Kyiv», founded in 1990. Its activity is characterised by a constant 
desire to explore the Ukrainian choral heritage of the XVII-XVIII centuries 
and at the same time to perform the most modern, primarily Ukrainian music. 
The permanent leader of the choir, Mykola Hobdych, gained recognition as 
an innovator and a pioneer. His interpretations, in particular, of Sylvestrov's 
works, are recognised by the author himself as the most appropriate and 
correct. Sylvestrov often composes his choral opuses bearing in mind the 
potential of this group. The Choir performed a number of the world premieres 
of the master's works. 
 
Valentyn Sylvestrov "Bagatelles - XII" 
Oleg Bezborodko (piano) 
 
Sylvestrov's close circle has been aware for a long time of the master's 
unquenchable passion for the dialogue with the metaphysical universals 
through the prism of peculiar opuses-improvisations on the piano. These 
meditations are perhaps the most revealing of what music is and how a 
composer imagines it today. A significant part of such seemingly 
instantaneous piano sketches is interpreted by Sylvestrov, creating a 
paradoxical genre of an intimate author's piano odyssey.  
 
The post-music pieces are focused on the ultimate intimacy of existence, 
which poses significant difficulties for its expressive performance by pianists. 
In addition, Sylvestrov himself puts numerous recommendations in the texts, 
which paradoxical requirements confuse even experienced performer-
interpreter. 
 
A pianist, a composer and a teacher, Oleg Bezborodko stands out among 
those who undoubtedly managed to enter this amazing space. The versatility 
of his musical talent, intellectual sophistication and pianistic skills allowed 
him to create a number of the most successful, according to the composer 
himself, performer’s interpretations of these piano meditations. The concert’s 
programme presents several piano cycles under the general title Bagatelles 
– XII. It contains the chamber universe of the composer, revealed in the 
numerous dedications and reflections on the nature of genre gestures of the 
European musical tradition. 
 
"Music of Poetry" by Valentyn Sylvestrov 

Inna Galatenko (soprano) / Oleg Bezborodko (piano) 



 

 

 
Sylvestrov's vocal chamber works have always been among the most 
resonant in the perception of the different generations of listeners. The 
unique "naivety" of the composer's style made it possible to release the 
meaning of the words in such a way that they opened the sensuously highest 
potential of poetry, we know from the numerous dreams of artists of different 
epochs and countries. 
This genre brings Sylvestrov closer to that sacred meaning of Ukrainian folk 
song,  a fundamental universal of Ukrainian culture. The sound of the 
Ukrainian language, represented in the works of the Ukrainian poets, and 
the translations to Ukrainian of the world's poetic heritage, are perhaps the 
most expressive of Sylvestrov's civic position and his identity. Probably this 
causes the fact that the composer perceives this part of his creative work as 
the most valuable. 
 
The chamber-vocal part of the master’s creative legacy will be presented by 
the duet of  Inna Galatenko (soprano) and Oleh Bezborodek (piano) 
performing the Music of Poetry programme. 
 
This concert is a gift to the master for his birthday. 
 
"An Angel’s Touch" Concert 

Bohdana Pivnenko (violin) / Anna Khmara (piano) 

 
The first violinist of Ukraine Bohdana Pivnenko has been an ardent 
populariser of Ukrainian music for many years, she initiated the appearance 
of a large number of pieces, which significant part is dedicated to her. 
 
A creative duet of the talented performers, the violinist Bohdana Pivnenko 
and the pianist Anna Khmara presents at the concert the works of the 
composers that audibly create an idea of the approaches’ diversity in the 
Ukrainian compositional creativity of the last quarter of the 20th century - the 
first twenty years of the 21st century – by Myroslav Skoryk, Levko Kolodub, 
Yuliy Meytus, Valentyn Sylvestrov, Yevhen Stankovych. 
 
Haydn / Liatoshynsky / Stankovych / Schubert 
Evgeny Gromov, piano 
 
Yevhen Gromov, one of the most expressive and charismatic Ukrainian 
pianists, is also one of the most passionate educators of Ukrainian music. 
 
His personal archive contains rare texts of the Ukrainian musical tradition, 
some of  them were presented to the performer by the authors themselves. 
 



 

 

Gromov's research ability is characterised by a non-trivial approach to the 
selection of the programmes, as well as to the actual method of interpretive 
readings. This is fully reflected in his programmes - Haydn / Lyatoshynskyi 
/ Stankovych / Schubert, which show the non-obvious interrelationships 
between the ideas of European classical composers and the modern 
Ukrainian piano tradition. 
 
Lunyov / Polyova / Shalygin. Antonii Baryshevskyi (piano) 
Antoniy Baryshevskyi belongs to the generation of young Ukrainian 
pianists who won strong international recognition at the most representative 
competitions on the planet (in particular, Premio Internazionale Pianistico A. 
Scriabin, Arthur Rubinstein International Piano Master Competition, 
International Piano Competition Prize “Jaén”, ISAM Piano Competition, etc.). 
 
His unique pianistic talent is well marked by his bright individual thinking, 
which allows the performer to manifest himself in the music of different 
epochs and stylistic directions. 
 
The performer always includes the pieces of modern Ukrainian composers 
in his programmes, revealing the obscure meanings of the well-known 
compositions and impressively convincingly presenting the premiere 
performances. The programme of the festival concert, in addition to the 
works by Victoriya Polyova, will include the pieces by Svyatoslav Lunyov and 
Maksym Shalygin. 
 
 
Andrii Kyrychenko's sound tribute dedicated to Maria Prymachenko 
 
Andrii Kyrychenko's sound tribute to Maria Pryimachenko's work will 
present an audio accompaniment to the artist's paintings. The musician's 
approach is based on the research on the phenomenological foundations of 
rhythm as a fundamental component of art. The strange, chimeric and exotic 
fantasies of the artist, combined with the sound layers, should immerse you 
in the world of the artist’s magical thinking. 
 
 


